Computer Science, Knowledge & Systems

1. Professional C# 2008
   Authors: Christian Nagel … [et al.].
   Call No. : 005.133 / PRO
   ISBN: 9780470191378
   Publisher: Wiley

2. Hands-on guide to creating Flash advertising: from concept to tracking--microsites, video ads, and more
   Author: Jason Fincanon.
   Call No. : 006.693 / FIN
   ISBN: 9780240809496
   Publisher: Focal Press

Social Sciences, Sociology & Anthropology

   Authors: A.B. (Rami) Shani … [et al.].
   Call No. : 302.35 / BEH-9ed
   ISBN: 9780071259439
   Publisher: McGraw-Hill Irwin

Economics

   Author: John Sloman and Mark Sutcliffe
   Call No. : 330 / SLO-3ed
   ISBN: 0273683357
   Publisher: Financial Times Prentice Hall
5. **Biodiversity of Sungai Pulai Ramsar site, Johor.**
   Authors: Maimon A ... [et al.]
   Call No. : 333.9516 / BIO
   ISBN: 9789839391480
   Publisher: Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia

6. **Dialogue with the mineral industry, February 1993**
   Compiled by P. Loganathan
   Call No. : REF 338.2095 / DIA
   ISBN: -NA-
   Publisher: Geological Survey of Malaysia

---

**Education**

7. **Teacher supervision & evaluation: theory into practice, 2nd ed.**
   Author: James Nolan, Jr., Linda A. Hoover
   Call No. : 371.144 / NOL-2ed
   ISBN: 9780470084052
   Publisher: Wiley

8. **Assessing conditions to enhance educational effectiveness: the inventory for student engagement and success**
   Authors: George D. Kuh ... [et al.]
   Call No. : 378.198 / ASS
   ISBN: 9780787982201
   Publisher: Jossey-Bass
Mathematics

9. Engineering mathematics 3A
   Authors: -NA-
   Call No.: 510.2462 / ENG
   ISBN: 9789810676681
   Publisher: Prentice Hall

10. Engineering mathematics 3B
    Author: -NA-
    Call No.: 510.2462 / ENG
    ISBN: 9789810676698
    Publisher: Prentice Hall

11. A first course in numerical analysis
    Authors: Anthony Ralston and Philip Rabinowitz.
    Call No.: 519.4 / RAL-2ed
    ISBN: 9780486414546
    Publisher: Dover Publications

Engineering

12. The establishment of a geographical information system (GIS), Department of Agriculture, Sarawak
    Authors: Teng Chin Siong & Ngab Dollah Salam.
    Call No.: REF 621.3678 / TEN
    ISBN: -NA-
    Publisher: Dept. of Agriculture,
13. Dialogue session of the Geological Survey of Malaysia with the private sector, Sarawak and Sabah, 6th December 1994, Kuching

Compiled by Alex Unya Ambun, Victor Hon.
Call No. : REF 622.1209 / DIA
ISBN: 983990650X
Publisher: Jabatan Kajibumi Malaysia

Agriculture

14. Keys to soil classification : Sarawak

Author: Teng Chin Siong
Call No. : REF 631.44 / TEN
ISBN: -NA-
Publisher: Dept. of Agriculture Sarawak

15. Classification and management of the steepland for agriculture in Sarawak

Author: Teng Chin Siong
Call No. : REF 631.44 / TEN
ISBN: -NA-
Publisher: Department of Agriculture

16. Soil resources, agriculture capability and land use in Sarawak

Author: Teng Chin Siong
Call No. : REF 631.4575 / TEN
ISBN: -NA-
Publisher: Dept. of Agriculture
17. A review of lowland organic soils of Sarawak

Author: Tie Yiu Liong
Call No.: REF 631.47 / TIE
ISBN: -NA-
Publisher: Agriculture Department


Author: E.F. Maas, Tie Yiu Liong, Lim Chin Pang.
Call No.: REF 631.4759 / MAA-2ed
ISBN: -NA-
Publisher: Dept. of Agriculture

Management & Public Relations

19. Accounting for sustainable development performance

Author: Jan Bebbington
Call No.: 657 / BEB
ISBN: 9780750685597
Publisher: CIMA

20. Accounting and business valuation methods: [how to interpret IFRS accounts]

Author: Malcolm K. Howard
Call No.: 657 / HOW
ISBN: 9780750684682
Publisher: CIMA
21. **Strategic management and competitive advantage: concepts, 2nd ed**

   Author: Jay B. Barney, William S. Hesterly  
   Call No.: 658.4012 / BAR-2ed  
   ISBN: 9780136135203  
   Publisher: Pearson/Prentice Hall

22. **Managing projects, 5th ed.**

   Authors: -NA-  
   Call No.: 658.404 / MAN-5ed  
   ISBN: 9780080464251  
   Publisher: Pergamon Flexible Learning

---

**Chemical Engineering**

23. **Food industries manual, 24th ed**

   Editors: M.D. Ranken and R.C. Kill and C. Baker  
   Call No.: 664 / FOO-24ed  
   ISBN: 9780751404043  
   Publisher: Blackie Academic & Professional

24. **Opportunities in the clay-based industries, 10 September 1996**

   Compiled by: Hasnida Zabidi, Khoo Kay Khean  
   Call No.: REF 666.4209 / OPP  
   ISBN: 9789839906523  
   Publisher: Jabatan Penyiasatan Kajibumi Malaysia
Manufacturing

25. **Modern materials and manufacturing processes, 3rd ed.**

Authors: R. Gregg Bruce ... [et al.].
Call No. : 670 / MOD-3ed
ISBN: 9780130946980
Publisher: Pearson Prentice Hall

Manufacturing for Specific Uses

26. **Electrical sensors and transducers**

Author: James R. Carstens
Call No. : 681.2 / CAR
ISBN: 9780132496322
Publisher: Prentice Hall

27. **Type & typography, 2nd ed.**

Author: Phil Baines & Andrew Haslam
Call No. : 686.221 / BAI-2ed
ISBN: 9781856694377
Publisher: Watson-Guptill Publications
Building & Construction

28. Building construction: methods and materials for the fire service

Author: Michael Smith
Call No.: 690.2462 / SMI
ISBN: 9780131172517
Publisher: Pearson Prentice Hall

“Failure is instructive. The person who really thinks, learns quite as much from his failures as from his successes.”

~ JOHN DEWEY ~